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I have over 30 years of experience 
in the fragrance industry, including 
creative and technical perfumery; 
analytical and quality control 
laboratory roles; legislation and 
regulatory affairs management. This 
includes many years as a Perfumer 
and a position as Chief Perfumer at 
Belmay, an international fragrance 
house which was later purchased by 
Symrise.

I’m a full member of the British 
Society of Perfumers, member of 
SIPC – the International Society 
for Perfumer Creators, deputy 
Chairperson on the IFRA UK Technical 
Advisory Group, Chairperson of the 
IFRA UK group ‘Fragrance Changes 
Lives’, a member of the IFRA IOFI GHS 
Taskforce and consultant to IFRA and 
IOFI on the NCS taskforce, regarding 
natural complex substances. 

My arrival into the industry was not 
planned, but certainly serendipitous. 

I joined Belmay UK in 1989 at an 
ideal time in their development 
as a company. They were still 
small, ambitious and with plenty of 
opportunities. During my first six 
years I enabled the fragrance division 
to attain the quality management 
standard ISO9001; established 
and managed both the analytical 
department and the regulatory affairs 
department; introduced Formpak 
software to enable us to produce 
safety data sheets (a fairly new 
challenge for a fragrance business 
in 1991); obtained the ICATS-IFEAT 
Diploma in aroma studies and gained 
additional qualifications through the 
Open University. Eternally curious; 
nosey – if you pardon the pun; 
there was always more to learn and 
this is still true today. The quality 
control laboratory was particularly 
useful in building my knowledge of 
ingredients. Not only how they smell 

and how to assess them qualitatively, 
but crucially smelling them within 
fragrances. All this smelling, coupled 
with reviewing GC analysis of essential 
oils and fragrance mixtures, was great 
beginnings for my internal odour map.  
I started to see as well as smell the 
scented patterns and over time, was 
able to relay the patterns to products 
and purpose.  

Early in my career, when taking 
part in a routine internal smelling 
test, I scored surprisingly well – it 
highlighted a good memory and recall 
for odours. Perfumers seemed like 
magicians, I was suspicious but mostly 
intrigued. Being around them, in that 
odour rich environment made me want 
to be a perfumer. With encouragement 
from colleagues, I began my career 
as a Perfumer, alongside other 
responsibilities in the business. 

In 1995, after developing 
fragrances which achieved 
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breakthrough wins at a key customer, I 
was enabled to practise perfumery on 
a full-time basis. In addition to creating 
hundreds of winning fragrances for 
toiletry, fragrance and homecare 
brands in the UK and internationally, 
I enjoyed managing people and 
positively contributed to the running 
of the business. 

I was promoted to Chief Perfumer 
in 2003 and continued to create 
fragrances, helping Belmay break 
into target markets and played a 
major role in the management of the 
company including the integration 
processes following the acquisition of 
a competitor. 

In July 2006 I started my own 
consultancy based business: 
Orchadia Solutions. Since then I’ve 
provided consultancy and training 
all over the world to diverse clients 
including fragrance houses, product 
developers, ingredient producers, 

fragrance retailers and individuals. 
A particularly notable example is 
Formpak software, one of the first 
companies I approached. They were 
embarking on their own growth 
plans which I’ve been a part of ever 
since and am now a Director. The 
experience I already had proved 
invaluable; Formpak serves the 
aroma trades globally and continually 
adds to my own understanding and 
experience. 

Orchadia projects often 
encompass commercial, creative 
and technical challenges. They 
include research projects; regulatory 
affairs; providing expertise to 
fragrance houses and their suppliers; 
developing perfumes for niche 
products; and providing fragrance 
advice, business support and training. 

I’ve always been involved in 
developing people and love training. 
In August 2013, I launched The 

International Perfume Academy: 
dedicated to professional training 
and development in perfumery 
art, communication, science and 
legislation. The ethos is simple: to 
explain complex topics clearly and 
provide engaging and thought-
provoking content with the goal of 
building real understanding with 
practical applications. I hope this 
translates into my contribution to the 
ICATS course. 

To anyone wishing to work within 
the aroma trades, be reassured 
there are great opportunities for a 
fascinating career. You can explore 
so many aspects of life; science, 
psychology, fashion, business, 
farming, maths, law, people, politics, 
environment and  so much more! 
You will also join a global network of 
dedicated and brilliant professionals 
who you may know for decades.


